
The development sector loves to measure — and maximize — its impact.

Every penny spent is meant to reach bene ciaries, directly or indirectly. That

means one of the biggest challenge is using limited resources to reach as

many people as possible.

How can development organizations stretch their resources? The best way is

to make sure that every cent, person, and chunk of time is used optimally.

This is where monitoring and evaluation comes into play.

Doing monitoring and evaluation on paper is slow and

inef cient. Save time and money by switching to mobile

data collection with Collect. Try it for free!
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Simply put, monitoring is an ongoing process of collecting and analyzing data

to check a program’s ef ciency. This data is used to plan, monitor and improve

programs.

For example, a program providing nutritious meals to school children to

reduce prevalence of anemia may do monthly monitoring checks on several

factors:

Number of children fed (to make sure that targets are met)

If children are falling sick (to check for quality of food)

Number of people in the eld (to know if there is enough manpower to

run the program ef ciently)

Number of parents providing nutritious food to their children (to see

whether the program has led to positive outcome, such as behavior

change)

Tests for anemia (to check for effectiveness of the program)

Typically, monitoring answers three questions:

There are three key elements of monitoring:

Continuous process: Monitoring is also called process evaluation

because it is a continuous process that runs through the entire



program. Usually, there is a dedicated M&E of cer who handles

this process.

Regular data collection: Data is collected at regular intervals

(monthly, bi-monthly, or quarterly, for example) using a preset

questionnaire, which has metrics that are decided at the

beginning of the program. Data is also collected at the beginning

of the program, which serves as a baseline.

Identify gaps in implementation: Monitoring data is extremely

important because it helps the program make adjustments during

the implementation phase. Monitoring helps identify gaps that

keep the program from making maximum impact. Changes during

implementation help development organizations get better

results and use all their resources better.

Conduct a successful impact assessment survey with this

ready-to-use survey template.

What Is Evaluation?

Evaluation is the process to check whether a program has met its objectives.

There are several key features of evaluation:
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For example, say that a nonpro t wants to increase coverage of Hepatitis C

vaccination in a village. They start a program providing free vaccinations at

health centers and through door-to-door services. Evaluation would measure

how many people are vaccinated before and after the program to see if

coverage has increased.

What if the government is simultaneously running an awareness campaign to

encourage Hepatitis C vaccinations? How can the nonpro t know how much

of the change in coverage is caused by their program, and how much is caused

by the government’s program?

This is where the control group (which isn’t covered by the nonpro t’s

program) comes in. Say the control group’s coverage increases by 20% and

the target group’s coverage increases by 50%. Then the nonpro t would

know that the government’s program led to a 20% increase in vaccination,

and their program led to a 30% increase in vaccination.

Evaluation is a critical component for any program, as it allows program

designers to identify gaps, strengths, best practices, and learnings that can

help them improve implementation in the future. Read about the seven types

of evaluations here.

How to Create a Monitoring and Evaluation
Plan

So what is monitoring and evaluation? As the name implies, monitoring and

evaluation (M&E) is monitoring followed by evaluation. M&E involves

collecting data, monitoring key indicators of a program, and evaluating

whether it has met its objectives.

M&E isn’t possible without a monitoring and evaluation plan. This is a

document that includes the objectives of the program and the activities

designed to achieve them.

An M&E plan outlines the procedure that will be used to evaluate whether or

not the objectives have been met. It should include the data that will be

collected, the method of collection and analysis, how the data will be used,

and the resources that will be required to implement this plan.

The whole M&E plan must be aligned to the overall goals of the project. For

example, if the program goal is to increase the number of school-going

children in a district of Uttar Pradesh, India, every element of the M&E plan

will be designed with this objective in mind.
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A M&E plan is most effective when it is designed at the beginning of the

program. This helps scope and allocate the required resources right at the

start. However, the plan should be an ever-evolving process, and it should be

revised if there are changes to the program during evaluation.

A M&E plan is critical because it:

Helps an organization make informed decisions about their program

based on evidence.

Identi es ways to use resources more effectively and ef ciently.

Helps identify the impact of the program, gaps in implementation, and

things that worked successfully.

Provides data that can help convince donors to invest more or help

program of cers devise alternative approaches to address their

problems.

A M&E plan has the following components:

It is very important to update the M&E plan as and when there are changes in

the program that affect the original plans. Here’s how you can develop an

effective M&E framework.

While developing a M&E plan, keep these guiding principles in mind:
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The results of a M&E exercise are useful for stakeholders at different levels.

For program managers, M&E can help improve how a program is

implemented.

For donors and funders, M&E can help them plan future programs.

For governments, it can help inform policy by showing what programs

work or don’t work.

If your M&E plan isn’t working, read here to learn about 5 things you could be

doing wrong.

In conclusion, a robust M&E program is a long-term tool that can help

improve the implementation of ongoing programs as well as help inform

decisions on new programs. By revealing critical implementation gaps, M&E

plans help make programs more effective. This means that each round of

M&E helps organizations reach more people and make even greater impact.

Our data collection app Collect supports a host of amazing features and

capabilities to make your next monitoring and evaluation project easier and

faster. Learn how it can help you and start your free trial here.
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